
Price (ZAR)
Service Description of Service Image incl. VAT

Rehandle Broken handle replaced R395,00
Handle bound with twine
Grip put on

Rehandle Broken handle replaced R695,00
* Special * Handle bound with twine

Grip put on
PLUS
Bat refurbish
Bat stickers
Bat blade anti-scuff cover
Toe guard

Shoulder Repair Shoulder repaired R195,00
Splice splits repaired

Toe Repair When toe area is lifting R195,00
Toe is repaired and closed
Add-on suggestion:
Customer should buy a toe guard to protect the toe 
during future use

Pricelist for Cricket Bat Repairs & Custom-Made Cricket Bats

REPAIRS





Grade of Willow Bat Size
Grade 1 Senior Bats (LH, LB, LBLH, SH)
Grade 1 Junior Bats (Harrow, 6, 5, 4)

the playing area. Up to 10% of all Grade 1 will contain 6 straight grains on the 
face.

Grade of Willow Bat Size
Grade 2 Senior Bats (LH, LB, LBLH, SH)
Grade 2 Junior Bats (Harrow, 6, 5, 4)

Grade of Willow Bat Size
Grade 3 Senior Bats (LH, LB, LBLH, SH)
Grade 3 Junior Bats (Harrow, 6, 5, 4)

Please Note:
- All Fibre Glass Taping & Anti scuff comes with a FREE cleaning of the bat face. 
- An extra charge will be made to clean up bats which have been over oiled, covered with taping or generally ill-treated.

Price (ZAR) incl. VAT
CUSTOM-MADE CRICKET BATS (BLANK BATS)

R7 995,00
R3 995,00

R4 995,00
R2 495,00

Price (ZAR) incl. VAT

R3 500,00
R1 995,00

Price (ZAR) incl. VAT

A normal Grade 3 may have light butterfly stain (at top or bottom of the cleft 
and not in the playing area of the face), speck, up to half colour with a 
minimum of 7 grains. There may also be pin knots and the grain may not be 
perfectly straight in every case. In a few cases customers will have to expect 

good to be down graded to a Grade 3. The grain may not be perfectly straight 
but in every case but it will be narrow grain (7 grains or more) but the grains 
may not be all exactly the same distance apart. Further to the above there are 
specific specifications regarding number of grains and colour. Up to 10% of 
all Grade 2 will contain 6 reasonably straight grains on the face.

A normal Grade 2 may contain up to 2.25 inches (57mm) of colour on one 
edge. It may have a small fault or small split in one end. It has a minimum of 
7 grains and may have a few pin knots, or two cats paw marks (a hard 
places) and / or a small amount of wood missing on the front / back or both. 
Generally not enough wood missing to make it a hand made mens and too 

but in every case but it will be narrow grain (7 grains or more) but the grains 
may not be all exactly the same distance apart. Further to the above there are 
specific specifications regarding number of grains and colour: 1% of all Grade 
1 will be Specials. A Special is a cleft with 8 grains or more on the face with a 
maximum of 1 inch of colour, good, straight, even grain and no blemishes in 

A regular Grade 1 may contain up to 1.75 inch (44mm) of colour on one edge. 

grains and may have a few pin knots, a few specks or a cats paw mark (a 
hard place) and/or a small amount of wood missing on the front, back or both. 
Generally not enough wood missing to make it a hand made mens and too 
good to be down graded to a Grade 2. The grain may not be perfectly straight 

some faint blue colour. Further to the above there are specific specifications 
regarding number of grains and colour. Up to 25% of all Grade 3 will contain 
5 or 6 grains on the face.

may have a small fault or small split in one end. It has a minimum of 7 



- Goods not collect within 90 days will be sold to recover costs. 
- Emergency services are available at double the normal price.
- These prices are VAT inclusive


